
More information (links)

Work patterns, and their claim on our time, have historically moderated our ability to engage with regular, ongoing active recreation. However, the past couple of years have
accelerated trends toward insecure employment and remote working signal the demise of traditional time patterns. The outcome is uncertain but could lead to more
engagement in the recreation sector (for the time-wealthy) and/or a reduction in participation for those juggling multiple low-paid contingent roles.

The Trend Away From Full-Time
A more negative trend is the shifting to
more contingent workforces as
employers respond to more uncertain
conditions.10 Around 40% of NZ
businesses employ from 11 to 50% of
their staff on this basis. In the past five
years, there’s been a 20% increase in the
number of people holding down two
jobs.11 Remote work has also seen the
rise of those secretly juggling two full-
time roles.12

The Accidental Revolution: 
Remote Working
The pandemic disrupted a living pattern
that has been stable for decades. With
the commercial areas of cities remaining
quiet, will the normal pattern return, or
are new forms of working here to stay?1

An Australian study estimated that 39%
of all jobs could be done from home.2 It’s
highly plausible then that new norms may
be established that redefine work life and
personal life boundaries. 3

The Hybrid Disruption
Microsoft believes hybrid work is the next
disruption as significant as that wrought
by the pandemic.4 A recent AUT study
tends to bear this out and suggests
hybrid workers are the happiest and the
most innovative.5 The shift has been
made practical by technology that
enables more flexible, communal and
collaborative forms of working.6

Leaving Work Behind
Studies that point to a reduced working
week may also align with previous
research highlighting ‘presenteeism’.
These note that salaried employees only
do around three hours of ‘real’ work each
day.13 This suggests that we squander a
considerable amount of potential leisure
time. Could future wellbeing be
considerably enhanced if we moved
beyond the idea that employment is a
fundamental necessity?14 Arguably, the
pandemic-trigged ‘great resignation
suggests this is now a serious question.15

The Work-Leisure Balance

Reducing the Working Week
Another emergent trend that the
pandemic seems to have encouraged is
reducing the working week to assist both
businesses and workers. Research
indicates that with effective planning,
companies can prosper if staff work
fewer hours for the same pay.7

Successful trials (e.g. Iceland8) could
have lessons for NZ where working hours
continue to exceed the OECD average.9

Potential implications

Create (e.g. technology & processes to produce goods & services)
• A rebalancing of the working day could unlock greater innovation and diverse 

services.

Relate (e.g. social structures & relationships)
• Altered working patterns have implications for family relations and social 

interaction.
• Alternatively, multiple, insecure jobs, add greater pressure on family activities.

Consume (e.g. how we acquire goods & services)
• Altered commute patterns would lessen transport pressure, both public & private.
• Additional time pressures (always on) would encourage online shopping.
• Greater remote working may encourage social leisure.

Degrade (e.g. waste, social disruption, challenge to norms)
• Mental health negatively affected by juggling work demands for those with 

insecure emplyment
• Fragmentation of society between the time-wealthy and time-poor.

Connect (e.g. practice of connecting people, places & things)
• A reduction in the need to remain work-place proximate could encourage greater 

movement, domestically and potentially internationally.

Define (e.g. changing ideas used to define ourselves & the World)
• International experience indicate moves beyond work as the defining component 

of individual identity.
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Future Leisure Pursuit
The pandemic has also changed many
people's preferences for how they spend
their non-working, leisure hours. Studies
suggest a continued decline in the appeal of
static entertainment experiences that don't
offer ever-changing and highly social and
communal experiences.16, 17

https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/world/300443089/remotefirst-work-is-taking-over-the-rich-world
https://eliteagent.com/the-suburbs-are-the-future-of-post-covid-retail/
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2021
https://www.ghd.com/en/perspectives/ten-emerging-trends-shaping-our-new-future.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/hybrid-work
https://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/BU2202/S00420/they-key-to-happy-employees-hybrid-working.htm
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2022/02/07/5-changing-economic-life-and-work/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/01/work-four-day-week-workloads-stress-economy
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/06/icelands-shorter-working-week-trial-hailed-as-an-overwhelming-success.html
https://www.newzealandtoday.net/home/2022/2/24/kiwis-work-more-hours-produce-less-gdp
https://www.thehrdigest.com/post-covid-work-trends-and-future-of-work/
https://northandsouth.co.nz/2022/01/15/employment-new-zealand/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clqUs5ZAUEU
https://www.vouchercloud.com/resources/office-worker-productivity
https://philpapers.org/go.pl?id=CHOTDT-3&proxyId=&u=https%3A%2F%2Fphilpapers.org%2Farchive%2FCHOTDT-3.pdf
https://innerjoin.bit.io/resignations-have-increased-every-year-since-2010-2b88b53c7f32
https://www.whitehutchinson.com/news/lenews/2022/february/article103.shtml
https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/media/future-shock-25-leisure-entertainment-trends-post-covid-19/76183342
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